
Lab Assistant Tutorial

Introduction
Lab Assistant is a data processor — it allows you to view and manipulate your data, and to process it,
for example by filtering it or taking the fourier transform.  It is especially useful for plotting data,
whether it be a simple quick plot or a publication-quality set of graphs.  Unlike many simple present-
ation packages, there is no real limit to the amount of data that can be handled — files of 10 rows or
100,000 rows are just as suitable.  Most operations are selected from menus and are self-explanatory,
prompting you for any necessary information.  Plotting may be done interactively with menu options,
and then tidied up or extended using text files containing sets of commands (“comfiles”), providing
great flexibility and control.

Repetitive sets of calculations or manipulations can be performed easily, using a macro.  You do not
have to understand much about macros, since Lab Assistant can write its own by copying your
actions.

This chapter takes you through various common operations that you may wish to carry out, for ex-
ample when inputting data, processing it or plotting simple or presentation-quality graphs.  The
demonstration files are provided in the Demodata directory.  Try out the operations given here, and
then, if you wish, experiment with other commands on those demonstration files.

1. Starting Lab Assistant
Find the !LabAsst icon in a filer directory display.  Double-click on this icon.  Within a few seconds
Lab Assistant’s blue main menu window will appear on the left of the screen.  [No icon appears on
the icon bar.]  Various commands in the menu lead you to different parts of Lab Assistant, for ex-
ample Edit file  (for inputting numbers, or changing them, and for many types of processing), and
Plot (for plotting graphs of data points and functions).  Other commands are concerned with macros,
but you need not worry about them until you are more familiar with Lab Assistant. 

Most commands are provided in the blue menus which are always on the screen.  However, pressing
the mouse’s Menu (middle) button brings up a pop-up menu as usual with RISC OS applications.
Many such menus are available, depending on what part of Lab Assistant you are in.  They provide
an alternative way of giving commands, sometimes saving you the need to move between different
blue menu windows.  Try them out as you become more familiar with Lab Assistant.

An important command in the each menu is the Quit  command − click on it to leave that part of Lab
Assistant (in the main menu, it quits altogether).  Before quitting you are asked whether you really
wish to quit; if you want to avoid this message, use the mouse’s Adjust (right-hand) button instead of
the Select button.

2. Inputting data − creating, saving and loading a data file, and simple plotting
From Lab Assistant’s main blue menu, choose Edit file .  This changes to a different blue menu win-
dow, entitled “Edit”.  The first command is Quit menu, which takes you back to the main menu.
Next is eXtras, which leads to more sophisticated commands.  Then come the three most important
commands: Data, which lets you load an existing data file, Save, which lets you save what you have
been editing, and Insert, which creates a new set of data, or adds columns or rows to an existing one.

To start, you must create some data.  Click on Insert.  This brings up a dialogue box (which is called
an entry window since it can be rather more sophisticated than most dialogue boxes).  There are two
numbers you can enter: firstly the number of columns in the data, and secondly the number of rows.
A set of data consists, as usual, of several columns of numbers (often just two, but up to 23 are al-
lowed) representing different quantities or parameters, and many rows, representing, for example,
different measurements of those parameters.  Decide how many columns and rows you need (you
can always insert more later if you run out): for our example, say 2 columns and 300 rows.  Enter
those numbers into the appropriate white “writable” icons.  You can use the mouse or the cursor keys
to move between the icons.  When you have done this, click on the Accept icon, or press Return, to
accept the entries.  The dialogue box disappears and a new window appears, with the title “Untitled”,
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and a column of green row numbers down the left-hand side.  Along the top are the names of the
columns, which as yet are all blank.  The caret (the vertical bar which shows you where any text you
type will appear), is automatically positioned at the name of the first column, so that you can type the
name (such as x  or Voltage (V)  or Col. 1 ).  Having typed this name, click on the next name
along, to give that column a name, and so on for all the columns you have inserted.  You do not have
to give the columns names, but Lab Assistant often shows you these names when asking you which
columns to use, for example, so it is worth putting in something, however short.  Note that there ap-
pears to be an extra column on the right, called “End”, with each entry in that column being a star
(“*”).  This is not a real column, it just marks the region past the last column, for example so that you
can insert another column before it, using the Insert command which we have just met.

Now click in the first column again, say at the top row (row 1, not the column name).  The “cell”
there becomes cream coloured, to indicate that Lab Assistant’s “cursor” is at that cell.  Try typing a
number, eg 1.234.  The caret immediately appears in that cell, with the number as you type it.  If you
did not mean to change the number that was there, press F8 to undo the change; otherwise press
Return to accept that number.  The cursor moves to the next cell to the right (unless it is already at
the right-hand side, in which case it moves to the start of the next line).  You can now enter the next
number, and so on.  This allows you to enter all the numbers in a row one after the other, and then to
start the next row, etc.  However, if you prefer to enter a whole column before moving to the next,
use the down-arrow key (Ï) to accept the entry (instead of Return) and move down to the cell imme-
diately below.  Similarly, the up-arrow (Í) accepts and moves to the cell above.  Try this out, enter-
ing some random values.  Notice that when the cursor does not have the caret in it (eg after it has just
moved to a new cell), you can use any of the cursor keys to move the cursor around the data just as
in any editor or word processor.  Page-Up and Page-Down move up or down by a window-full
(Shift-Î and Shift-Ì do the same to the right and left).  Ctrl-Ï moves to the bottom of the data, and
similarly for the other directions.

Note that this editor is similar in some ways to a normal spreadsheet, but you cannot store expres-
sions (such as a sum of other cells) in a cell.  Each cell can only contain a number, since this is a
“data editor” not a spreadsheet.  However, there are many powerful operations available for changing
cells in some way. For example, one column can be set to a function of the other columns (but the
function is not re-evaluated every time a number in another column changes).

You may now wish to give your data a title, such as “Experiment 1” or whatever.  Click on the Title
command in the blue menu (or just press T, which is the keyboard short-cut shown to the right of the
Title  command in the menu).  A window with an orange border appears (which we call an alert win-
dow since it alerts you that you must do something before Lab Assistant can continue.  In this case
you are asked to enter a new title.  The default is the old title, so you can easily move the cursor
around it to change it, but if you wish to clear the title and type a new one, either use the Delete key
repeatedly, or press Ctrl-U, which clears the text (as it does in any writable icon on Acorn machines).
Once you have entered the new title, press Return (which carries out the operation shown on the icon
which is largest or has the widest border around it), or click on Accept.  The title bar of the data win-
dow will now change to show the new title.

Rather than entering particular values, you may wish to set a whole column to some function, for ex-
ample the row number, or sin(column 1).  Click in the first column, to place the cursor there (it does
not matter which row you put it in).  Now click on the = command, or press the = key.  This brings
up an orange alert window prompting you to enter an expression to which the column should be set.
This may be any expression which conforms to the rules of the BBC BASIC language.  There are
some special names you may use:  ROW means the row number of the cell which is being set.  You
can also specify the value of a cell in the same row but in a particular column with a lowercase letter,
with “a” meaning the first column, “b” the second, and so on.  Notice another window at the top left.
It tells you each of the column names with its corresponding lowercase letter (a, b, etc).

So, for this example, enter the word ROW (in capital letters), and press Return.  (If you did not mean
to change this column, instead press Escape or click on Cancel.)  The hourglass will appear briefly
while all the cells in the column are being calculated, and then the data window will show the new
values.  Look at them to make sure you know what you have done − the first column should now
contain the same numbers as the green row numbers on the left.  Now move to the second column.
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Use the = command again: delete the word ROW left over from last time, and this time specify
SIN(a/10)  and accept it.  The second column now contains numbers such as 0.0998, 0.198669, etc,
which are the values of sin(1/10)=sin(0.1 radians), sin(2/10), and so on [note that BASIC’s SIN func-
tion uses radians unless you use SIN(RAD( number))  to convert number from degrees to radians].

What does this data look like?  Let’s plot it and see: press Ctrl-P to Plot the selected block.  Notice
two windows: a small blue and white one called “Lab Assistant Information” that tells you about
your file and what you should do, and another window at the top left which is the column selection
window.  It shows each of the column names with its corresponding lowercase letter (a, b, etc) and a
red box to its left, containing a number showing the order of selection of the columns.  Try clicking
on the names or boxes: when you start, clicking on just the columns you want selects those columns,
but after that, clicking on a selected column removes it from the list, renumbering the other selected
ones, as you would wish.  Get it back to rights, so that only columns a and b are selected, ie they are
the only ones with numbers next to them, with column a numbered 1.  Now click Accept (or, of
course, press Return).  After a short pause, the screen will clear and a curve will be plotted of your
data.  In this example, it should be a sine curve (with about 5 periods if your data contains 300 rows
as suggested).  This way of plotting is very crude, with few features, but it provides a quick way of
seeing what your data looks like while you are entering or processing it, before you plot it out in
more detail, perhaps for printing it out.

To zoom in on your data, press the Select (left) mouse button and drag the mouse to form a box
around the region of interest.  If you want to adjust the size of this zoom box once you have drawn it,
grab one of the two corners connected by the diagonal line by clicking nearby with the Adjust (right)
mouse button.  Nothing happens straightaway, because you have a choice of zooming in or out.
Click Select inside the zoom box to zoom in, magnifying the region inside the box to fill the whole
graph.  Alternatively, click outside the box to fit the whole of the graph inside the zoom box, reveal-
ing data that previously was outside the box defined by the axes.  Pressing B takes you Back to the
previous axes.  Press the space bar to go back to the Desktop, losing the plot.  For more complicated
plots, you must use the Plot command in the main menu, but wait until later to try this out.

So your set of data is complete.  You must now save it or else it will be lost when you quit from the
data editor.  Choose Save from the blue menu (or press F3 or S).  This brings up a small dialogue
box asking for a filename.  This is quite similar to the Save dialogue boxes in other applications, but
it fortunately does not disappear when you click elsewhere on the Desktop.  Lab Assistant keeps
track of your directories for your data files.  If you have just started using Lab Assistant, it does not
know where you wish to save the data.  Find a suitable filer directory viewer (window) for your data.
Preferably use a new directory that is not cluttered up with other types of files.  You might make a
directory called MyData, and inside that create one called LA-Data (you could take a copy of the dir-
ectory Data supplied with !LabAsst; it contains a suitable LA-Data and other directories).  Open up
the LA-Data (or whatever) directory.  Having typed a filename (eg Ex2-sin ) into Lab Assistant’s
dialogue box, drag the icon labelled “Drag this box” into your chosen directory.  You must now se-
lect which columns to save.  The column selection dialogue box that you used when plotting now re-
appears.  By default, all columns are selected.  Change this if you wish, and then accept the choice
(or press Return).  The data will be saved there, in a file of the given name, with a distinctive LA
file-type icon.  There will now no longer be a star “*” on the title bar showing that the file had not
been saved.

Just to prove that it was saved, delete the current data, and load the file you have just created.  To do
this, click on Zap in the blue menu (or press Z).  Lab Assistant will ask you if you are sure you want
to erase (“Zap”) all the data (pointing out if you have not already saved the data).  If you answer Yes,
then the data will be cleared and the data window will disappear.  Now you can load the data file you
have just saved (or any other).  Use the Data command in the blue menu (or press F2 or D).  This
brings up the Load dialogue box, rather like the Save dialogue box.  Close the directory containing
your file, so that we can demonstrate the Show Dir command in the dialogue box.  If you click on
the Show Dir icon there, the filer shows the directory that Lab Assistant thinks you use for saving
data.  (This saves you having it cluttering up the screen all the time, and confirms where the file will
be loaded from, or saved to, if you don’t drag the file.)  If the name and directory are correct, just
click on Accept or press Return.  However, you can avoid having to type a name by just dragging the
required file into this dialogue box (as instructed by the message “Drag a file to here”).  This is sim-
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ilar to the way in which files can be dragged into other applications, but note that you cannot double-
click on a file or drop it on to a blue menu window to load it.  Once you have chosen the file, the
column selection window appears, giving the choice of loading just a few of the columns.  Accept
the columns and then the data will be loaded.  It should look just the same as it did before.

Suppose you realise that you entered a few too many rows of data.  You can select a block and then
delete it (or copy it, move it, plot it, etc).  To select a small block, click Select on a row number at
one end of the block, and drag to the other end.  The green row numbers will turn orange to show the
rows that have been selected.  Drag with the Adjust button to adjust the selection later if required.
Press Ctrl-A to select All rows of the data, or Ctrl-Z to deselect the selection.  To delete the selected
data, press Ctrl-X, as in most wordprocessors.  To copy it, as in !Edit, click in the row before which
you wish to insert the copy, and press Ctrl-C.  Similarly, to move the selection, press Ctrl-V.
Various other commands also work on the selected region.  Ctrl-P plots it (or plots the whole file if
nothing is selected).  The = command behaves likewise.  There is also a special menu for the selec-
tion (also called a Block).  Choose the Block command to explore it if you wish.  It allows you to set
to the start or end of the block to the current row, to move to the top or bottom of the block, and to
save or integrate the block.

So now you have met many of the basic commands and functions of Lab Assistant, including loading
and saving, creating files, entering values, setting columns to functions of other columns, simple
plotting, selecting regions, and changing column names and the title.  You may wish to try the whole
thing again, to familiarise yourself with it, and to show that it is not as complicated as this long de-
scription might indicate!  Many of these techniques are used throughout Lab Assistant, so it is worth
familiarising yourself with them now.  They may differ slightly from the way other RISC OS pro-
grams work, but this is usually because they have proved to be more convenient for this purpose.

3. Plotting
This example shows you how to plot data or functions, and how to print out the result.  We assume
that you have already tried out the above example of creating and loading files (Section 2, above),
and so are familiar with some of the common windows and dialogue boxes that are used.

From Lab Assistant’s main blue menu, choose Plot.  This changes to a different blue menu window,
entitled “Plot data”.  The first command is Quit menu, which takes you back to the main menu.
Next is Plot, the most important command.  Click on it, and you will be prompted for the file to load,
just like the Data command in the Editor (as in Section 2, above).

Having accepted the name, or dragged in the required file, you are asked as usual for the columns to
plot.  Here, though, you can only specify two columns, those for the x (horizontal) and y (vertical)
axes.  Choose the required ones (by default the first two columns) − see Section 2 for information
about clicking on the red boxes to select various columns.  Once you accept the columns, the file will
be read to autoscale the data [unless Lab Assistant has been configured to use fixed axes].

The screen will then clear, and axes and the data will be plotted.  If you are using the data set you
created in Section 2, you should see a sine curve, usually shown in red.  This file is also supplied in
the Demodata directory, with the name Ex2-sin .

Perhaps you want to see more details of one part of the curve.  Drag a box (by pressing Select at one
corner of the region you wish to zoom in on, keeping it pressed as you move the mouse to point to
the diagonally opposite corner of the region, and then releasing it).  This shows a box with a “+” at
one corner and an “X” at the other, with a diagonal line in between.  At the top of the screen, the (x,y)
coordinates of the two corners are shown, together with the distance d between them (x and y com-
ponents), the equation of the diagonal line (as y = mx + c) and the mid point.  These values can be
very useful for making various measurements off the graph.  If one of these two corners is not in the
right place, use the mouse’s Adjust button to pick up the corner nearest to the mouse and drag it to
the required place.  Once you are satisfied with the position of this “zoom” box, if you wish to zoom
in on it, click inside the box.  If, instead, you wish to zoom out, so that the area currently filling the
graph is fitted into the zoom box, click outside the zoom box.  Once you have clicked (with the
Select button), the graph is redrawn with the new axes.  If you wish to go Back to the previous axes,
press the B key.  This is the same as in Section 2.
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When you have seen enough, press Space to return to the Desktop.  The graph will still be visible,
but it is placed behind all the other windows.  If it obscures something you want on the Pinboard, just
hide the graph by clicking on it with the Adjust button.  If you wish to return to the graph screen,
click on the show Graph command in the blue menu (or press G, or click Select on the graph itself,
or on the Show graph command on the menu that pops up when you press the Menu button over a
blue window).

Another possibility is to plot a function of x.  Click on the Function command (or press F), and you
will be asked for a function f(x).  This can be any valid BASIC expression, with x  or X as the x axis,
for example, SIN(x) , COS X or x^2+1 , etc.  You are then asked to enter the minimum and maxim-
um x values.  The graph screen then appears and the function is plotted on the y axis between the x
values specified.  If necessary (and if you have not zoomed in on anything yet) the graph is redrawn
to fit all the points of the function.

You can plot more data or functions as you wish.  There is no limit to the number of curves on a
graph.

To print out your plot on paper, use the Hardcopy command (or press H, even when the graph
screen is on top).  A standard RISC OS printer driver must already be installed and selected.  An
alert window appears, giving you the chance to choose a portrait or landscape plot by clicking on the
appropriate icon.  Do not worry about the word “printer:” that appears in the writable icon, just press
Return or click on the Accept icon.  The graph will then be printed.  If your printer is not Postscript,
and you do not have much spare RAM memory, it may be quicker to print via a Draw file instead,
(see below).

If instead of printing the graph, you wish to make a Draw file of it, for inclusion, say, in a word-
processor document, click on Edit command file to enter a new menu.  From that menu, choose
make Draw file.  A standard Save dialogue pops up, for you to choose the name and directory of the
Draw file.  Having chosen a name (eg Ex3Draw), drag the box labelled “Drag this box” to the dir-
ectory of your choice.  You would usually choose a different directory from the one in which your
data resides, eg Comfiles (or Drawfiles).  If a file of the same name already exists there, you will be
asked whether you wish to overwrite it.  Next you have to choose the orientation (portrait/landscape),
as when printing.  Finally, you can decide whether the Draw file should be saved in colour (usually
useful only if it is going to be printed eventually on a colour printer), or not (in which case all col-
ours are converted to black, to give a good black-on-white plot).  The screen will clear and the graph
will be redrawn on screen, and at the same time saved to disc.  It is only drawn on screen to give you
an idea of how it will look eventually (though squashed to fit the screen), and of the progress being
made.  The Draw file can now be loaded into any DTP program, for example.  It may even be quick-
er to print files from Draw than directly from Lab Assistant.  This is because, if you do not have
much spare memory for printing to a non-Postscript printer, the page is printed in small chunks by
the printer driver.  Lab Assistant has to redraw the whole graph for each chunk, which may take
some time.  [Computer Concepts’ Turbodrivers have a Max. memory button that minimises this
problem.]

If you want to start a new graph, click on New graph (reset pars) or Clear graph (no reset) (the
latter does not change previous settings, such as fixed axes and line styles).

You have now seen the simplest parts of plotting graphs containing data and functions, but there are
many more features that enable you to save graphs for later modification and replotting, and also to
add labels and Draw files to your graph.  Other graphs can be drawn on the same page, and all fea-
tures can be customised to produce publication-quality graphs.  Many scientific papers have already
been published using graphs drawn by Lab Assistant.  See the next section for an introduction to
some of these features.

4. More advanced plotting − command files and labels
A very useful feature of Lab Assistant is its ability to write and use “command files” which tell it to
draw graphs.  Try the following: in the main plotting menu, plot some curves or functions as in the
previous example.  Then click on Edit command file to move to another menu concerned mainly
with command files.  You may be thinking that you will have to write your own set of commands to
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plot things, but no, Lab Assistant has already done it for you!  Click on Borrow internal file  to ex-
tract (“Borrow”) the file of commands that was created automatically while you were plotting inter-
actively.  You will be asked whether you really want to borrow the file (overwriting the previous
“current” command file).  Assuming you have a text editor available, a text file will appear in your
text editor, called <LabAsstS$Dir>.comfile_p.  This file is a “command file”, often nicknamed
“comfile”.  Look through it, trying to guess what some of the commands mean.  You will soon get
used to them, and can look up others if necessary.  There is a command for every plotting operation,
including labels, and fine-tuning of spacings etc.  Most importantly, there are also commands to loop
around, to set variables, perform commands conditionally, and so on (see Section 7).  Don’t worry
about these for now, but it’s likely that as time goes on, you’ll find them very convenient.

Near the bottom of the comfile is the command OPEN together with a file name.  This chooses the
current file to plot, but does not actually plot it.  This is so you can plot more than one thing from the
same file, without having to keep giving its name.  The next command is COLS 1 2  or something
similar, specifying the columns to use (1 = first column, labelled a in the column selection window,
2 = column 2 = b, etc).  Finally, to complete the plot, comes the word PLOT.  It is possible to specify
extra things with the PLOT command, but most of the time, unless your file is divided into sweeps
(see the manual), you’ll just use the command on its own.  You could now copy some or all of those
lines to plot another file on the same graph, or other columns, etc.  The use of command files makes
it quite straightforward to produce complicated graphs with many curves, functions, labels, or
whatever, and to keep it for future re-use, fine-tuning, or whatever.  It is easy to change the overall
size of the plot on the page, without having to change many of the settings in the comfile.  This is
useful when converting a plot prepared for publication to one to be displayed on an overhead project-
or, for example.

As a simple example of changing a comfile, just change the order of the numbers in the COLS com-
mand, to COLS 2 1 , to interchange the x and y axes.  Now, of course, the axis limits will be wrong.
Look further up the comfile, for the command AXIS .  This specifies the axis limits, in the form x-
minimum, x-maximum, y-minimum, y-maximum.  Notice that the numbers shown there (assuming you
hadn’t zoomed in) are just slightly larger than the real extremes of the data, so that the curves don’t
quite touch the axes.  This looks prettier!  For this example, it’s best to let Lab Assistant autoscale
the data again, for the new, interchanged, axes.  To do this, remove all the numbers after the word
AXIS  on that line, or, if you may want those numbers again later, just comment them out − put a ver-
tical bar (| ) and a space before the first number, after the command.  Lab Assistant then ignores
everything after the “| ” on that line.  It is often useful to put comments in your comfiles in the same
way, or to comment out lines that may be required later, but not at present.  You can comment out
whole lines or just parts, as appropriate.  So now the AXIS  command has no parameters (numbers or
expressions after it).  This tells Lab Assistant to autoscale (you could instead autoscale just x or y
separately by putting both limits of that axis equal to 0, and setting the other axis limits to your pre-
ferred values).

Having made some changes to your comfile, you now need to save it and run it.  To save it, use the
usual Save command in your text editor (usually just press the Menu (middle) mouse button, and
click on Save, to save with the same name, or press F3 and Return.  Do not change the filename.
Now click on Run command file in Lab Assistant’s blue menu window.  The graph screen will ap-
pear, and the commands in the comfile will flash by on the top line, as they are executed.  As usual,
press Space to return to the Desktop.

Now suppose you want to label the graph, and to save the result in the comfile for future use.  Click
in your comfile (in the text editor window), at the place where you would like to put a label com-
mand (probably at the end), making sure the caret is at the start of a line.  Now point at Lab
Assistant’s blue menu window again, press the Menu (middle) mouse button, and move down the
resulting menu to the line Update external comfile.  Go through the arrow beside it, to a submenu,
from which you can choose where new commands should be added to your comfile.  Choose Add at
current posn (or Add to end if you prefer).  Now for the actual label: Press Menu again over the
blue window, and this time choose the Labels command.  A big “entry” window will appear, giving
you a mass of things you can choose.  Don’t be put off!  Many things have sensible defaults, so you
usually only need change a few things.  The top line is for the text you wish to put on the label on the
graph.  Suppose you want a label “R1 = 11 kW, w = 3.6 rads-1”.  Type the following in the label icon:
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“R_1# = 11 kOhm, ¬w£ = 3.6 rads^-1# ” (without the quotes).  If you have an old Acorn-
style keyboard, without the ¬ key, use ¤ instead.  This may look strange, but it illustrates how simple
it is to include subscripts, superscripts and Greek letters or symbols.  _ and ̂  start subscripts and su-
perscripts respectively, and both are ended with #.  The word Ohm is automatically converted to W,
but for other Greek letters, and symbols, start with a special symbol, ¬ or ¤, and end with £.  If you
actually want to use one of these characters in your label, just double it, eg ##.  If you forget some of
these characters, just click on the menu icon beside the label, and choose one of the names there, or
go through the Special chars item to a submenu.  Clicking on any menu item inserts that command
into your label.

Unless you wish to change the colour etc of the label, all you now have to do is choose the position.
You can type the coordinates into the x and y boxes, in a variety of coordinate systems, but usually it
is easiest just to use the mouse.  Notice the four coordinate types: these control the units and position
of the coordinates, and each has its uses, especially when making changes to your graph later, such
as repositioning it, or changing the axes.  If the label should be fixed relative to some feature in your
data, then use Graph.  [Offset is much the same, but it includes any scaling or offset function you
have applied.]  Frame is useful when you want to fix the label with respect to the axis box (the box
surrounding the graph), for example a figure label such as (a).  (0,0) is the bottom left of the box,
(1,1) is the top right.  So a point just within the top left corner might be at (0.1,0.9).  Finally, Page is
for labels fixed on the page, rather than being related to a particular graph.  As for Frame, coordin-
ates run from 0 at left or bottom, to 1 at right or top.  Choose one of these options, or leave it as it is.
Also worth noticing is the grid to the right, around the words “SOME TEXT”.  This allows you to ad-
just how the text is positioned relative to the position you choose.  Usually, you will either wish to
centre the text about that point, or to have its bottom left corner there (the default).  The red blob
shows which part of the label will go at the chosen point.  Click on one of the other black blobs to
choose a different alignment − try it and see!

At last, we are ready to position the label!  Click on the Mouse posn (F1) icon (or press F1).  This
takes you back to the graph screen, and you can choose a position just as if you were zooming.  The
“+” corner of the zoom box is chosen.  You could press Space to return to the entry window, make
some more changes, and then Accept that window to draw the label, but it is much simpler just to
press Return, which accepts the entry window and draws the label, but without having to go back and
forth between windows.  The text should now be drawn on the graph, complete with subscripts, su-
perscripts and Greek letters.

[If you get an error message saying a font is not found, it probably means you do not have the
MathGreek font that comes with !Publisher, for example.  If you have some other font with Greek
letters, you can change to that, but you must quit Lab Assistant first.  Having done so, find the
!LabAsst application on your disc, hold down the Shift key, and double-click on !LabAsst.  This
opens up the !LabAsst directory, revealing many files, including a BASIC program called userprog.
This is a program users can add to in order to add their own functions to Lab Assistant, but it also
contains some configuration functions.  Assuming you have a text editor capable of editing BASIC
programs, such as the RISC OS 3 version of !Edit, drag userprog into the editor.  The top line should
look like “REM > <LabAsstS$Dir>.userprog ”.  Scroll down about 10 lines, to a line starting
“DEFFNDECODEFONT(font%)”.  This function defines which fonts are available.  Font 3 should be
your Greek font.  10 lines below, is a line: “WHEN 3:b$=“MathGreek” ”.  Change MathGreek to
the name of your Greek font, but make sure you keep the quotes around the name.  Move down a few
more lines, to “WHEN 23:b$=“MathGreek.Italic” ”.  If you have an italic Greek font, put its
name here instead of MathGreek.Italic, but if not, just put the normal Greek font name, without the
italic part.  Now press F3 and Return to save the program.  (If you mess it up, rename or delete your
userprog, and replace it with userprog from the same place on the distribution disc.)  Now restart Lab
Assistant, choose Plot, Edit command file, and Run command file.  The old comfile will not have
been forgotten.  They the labelling procedure again, and it should now work.  If you have trouble,
contact the author.]

Now look at your comfile again: an extra line should have appeared in it as if by magic!  The line
should read something like “LAB 0.12345 44.048 ;R_1# = 11 kOhm, ¬w£ = 3.6
rads^-1# ”, which is the command to draw the label at your chosen position.  The label text comes
after the semi-colon (; ).  There may be some letters after the word LAB, to indicate the alignment
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and type of coordinates.  Don’t worry about them for now − it’s easiest to let Lab Assistant write
such commands for you, just as it has done now.  If you change anything like the font, or colour, or
font size (magnification), then some other commands may appear too.

You may like to try some more labels, experimenting with the other features in the entry window,
such as colour, annotation line, rotation, alignment, etc.  The effects should be fairly self-
explanatory.

When you are satisfied with your comfile, save it from the text editor (using the text editor’s Save
command), so that it becomes Lab Assistant’s current “external” comfile, and then save that file to a
permanent place elsewhere on disc.  To do that, click on Save in the blue Command file menu.  This
brings up a Save dialogue box, as for saving data, but the directory it uses is different.  Find a suit-
able destination directory, eg one called comfiles  next to your data directory.  Open up this direct-
ory, then type a filename into the dialogue box (eg “Ex4”), and then drag the box labelled “Drag this
box” into the comfiles directory.  You are warned if this would overwrite an existing file.  You can
use Load in the same menu to load such stored comfiles whenever you need them.

This example, though long, illustrates many advanced, and highly useful, aspects of plotting.  It
shows how to do labels and the like.  It also introduces the idea of programming Lab Assistant, using
simple (or very sophisticated) sets of commands (“comfiles”)  to produce plots.  While these open up
an enormous range of possibilities, they also provide a way of saving even quite simple plots for fu-
ture modification or re-use.  The best thing about them is that you don’t need to write them, just let
Lab Assistant do that for you, by plotting things interactively, and then “borrowing” the comfile from
Lab Assistant’s internal copy.  You can then make minor, or major, changes if you wish.  Even after
this, you can still get Lab Assistant to add more commands to your existing comfile, by performing
those commands interactively.

Note that comfiles are not the only type of command files that Lab Assistant provides.  There are
also Macros, which automate all the other tasks such as editing and processing your data.  As with
comfiles, you do not need to write them, you just choose Capture macro, and then teach Lab
Assistant what you want to do.  At the end, you Borrow  the macro, and can then edit or run it.  There
are many commands or constructions that are the same in both types of file − IF statements,
REPEAT loops, variables, etc.  See Section 7, or consult the manual for full details.  A little time in-
vested in learning some of these things will be well worth it in the long run, if you have any complic-
ated plotting or processing to do, especially if it is repetitive.

5. Sweeps − combining many similar sets of data into one file
Lab Assistant has a sister program, called CryoMeas, which controls experiments, and gathers data
from them.  Often an experiment consists of sweeping a particular output (voltage, magnetic field, or
whatever) between particular values, over and over again, and incrementing some other output (such
as temperature) in between these “sweeps”.  It makes sense to save all the sweeps in one file (other-
wise you could generate hundreds of files each day!)  It is then necessary to save information with
each sweep about how it differs from the others.  CryoMeas does precisely this, and Lab Assistant is
completely at home with such files, being able to handle individual sweeps, or sets of them, and to
extract the extra information (called “status data”) so that it can be plotted as labels on your graph,
or used in calculations or for offsetting curves.  You can also store extra text, called a “header”, at
the start of the file, giving information about the experiment.  Don’t be put off if you don’t have
CryoMeas, you can still make use of these features in your data, with just a little effort.

Try the following exercise for generating a couple of sweeps, with different functions in each.  It is
only a random example, but you can probably think of many other possibilities for your own pur-
poses.  If you have data from other sources, rather than generating it in Lab Assistant’s editor, see
later for a description of how to load it easily as a set of sweeps.

As in example 2, go into Lab Assistant’s editor, and insert two columns (“x” and “y”, say) and 300
rows.  Point the mouse at either the data window (where the data is displayed), or the blue menu win-
dow, and press the Menu (middle) button.  This brings up the editor’s main pop-up menu.  Follow
through the arrow beside the item called “Change”, and click on “Number of SD items” in the res-
ulting submenu.  An orange “alert” window will appear, allowing you to change the number of
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“status data” (SD) items.  A value of −1 (the default) means no SD, ie just an ordinary file.  If you set
it to 0, then sweeps are enabled, but there is no status data.  Setting it to a number greater than zero,
say to 1, indicates that there are that many extra items of information stored at the start of each
sweep.  Choose 1 for now, so that you can store some information, but if you simply want to produce
sweeps, use 0.  Press Return or click on Accept.  Now click in the data window, on the first column
and row.  That cell becomes cream coloured, and you can type in a value, in this case make it a spe-
cial one, 1.0011E20 .  Press Return, and the cursor (cream cell) moves to the next cell along, leaving
behind a number that has suddenly turned red.  This indicates that it is the start of a sweep.  Now you
can see how sweeps are specified − a value of greater than 1E10 in the first column is treated as a
status data “flag”.  1E20 is the usual value (some other powers of ten have special meanings too).
Each significant figure in the number also has a meaning − the three immediately following the
decimal point (here 001) give the sweep number (from 1 to 999, here 1).  Each sweep is referred to
by that number, if you want to load or plot just one, or a range, of sweeps.  The fourth decimal place
is the x column, ie the number of the column which is usually the x axis.  Don’t worry about this in-
formation for now.  The other numbers on the same line hold status data items, if any.  [If you want
more items than will fit on one line, you must start the next line with a flag 2.0011E20, where the 2
counts the line in that set of status data, and put the rest of the SD in the other columns.]

Move back to the first column (any row), and press = (or select the = menu item).  As in example 2,
enter an expression to which the column will be set, such as (ROW-2)/10 , and press Return.  

To save typing, let us copy part of the data.  Move to row 1, and drag downwards with the Select but-
ton.  It would be tedious to drag all the way to the end of the file, so release the mouse, and press R,
so that you can type a row number to go to, say 298.  Now drag a little with the Adjust (right) mouse
button, to extend the selection (as indicated by orange row numbers) to the last row.  [You could
have used the Block command in the blue menu to select this region if you preferred not to use the
mouse.  You could also, most easily, have pressed Ctrl-A, to select All the data.]  Now use the cursor
keys to move the cream cursor down to the row of stars below the last row.  Press Ctrl-C to copy the
selection to just before the cursor.  Note that copying is as in Acorn’s !Edit, rather than via a clip-
board.  You now have 600 rows, those from 301 on being identical to those at the start, complete
with a line of status data to mark the second sweep.  Press Ctrl-C again to make a third sweep.
Unfortunately, all the sweeps are numbered 1, so you have to renumber them: press the Menu button
over the data, go through the Process item, and select the Renumber sweeps command, to renumber
the sweeps as 1, 2, 3.  If you look at row 601, for example, you’ll see that the flag has indeed
changed to 1.0031E20, to show sweep 3.

Now we have to put some data in each of those sweeps.  Click in the second column, near row 1.  To
set that particular sweep to a function, press Ctrl-S to select the sweep containing the cursor, and
press =.  Delete the previous function that appears (Ctrl-U is the standard command to erase the text
in an icon), and type, eg SIN(a/3) , and Return.  You could now move the cursor to the number in
column 2 in the row containing the status data flag (1.0011E20).  By default it is zero.  Type in a
number (the status data for this sweep), say 1.1.  Now press F4, and to search for sweep 2, type S2 as
the search expression (at other times, you might use a condition such as a>1.2  to search to the first
row in column 1 which exceeds 1.2).  Press Return to start the search.  You should end up at row
300.  Now press Ctrl-S to select that sweep, and use = again to enter a new function, perhaps
COS(a/3) .  Set the only status data item for this sweep to 2.2, say.  Sweep 3 can be treated in the
same way, but try using F7, which searches for the sweep after the one you searched for previously.
Use Ctrl-S and then = to enter, say, SIN(a/3)+COS(a/3) .  Set the status data item for this sweep
to 3.3, say.  You now have three sweeps containing different functions.  Press Ctrl-A to select All (or
Ctrl-Z to deselect the selection), and then use Ctrl-P as before to plot the sweeps.  Each will appear
in a different colour, and you can see the difference between the functions.  Save the data as
Ex5-sweep.  Note that after prompting you for the columns to save, an extra part of the columns win-
dow appears, asking you for the sweep number.  By default, you save all sweeps, but you could limit
this by typing a number (which automatically deselects the Save all sweeps icon).  The number is the
sweep number, but you may also specify a range of sweeps, eg 1-2 .  [Pressing F1 is equivalent to
clicking on the Save all sweeps icon.]

Of course, in this example, we have exactly the same x-axis (column 1) for each sweep, so the
sweeps could have been put side-by-side, with columns 2, 3 and 4 being the y-axis (column 2) for
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each of the different sweeps.  However, there are many occasions where sweeps are very useful, as
mentioned at the start of this example.

So now you have a file on disc, containing some sweeps.  What can you do with it?  In the Editor,
you can perform many types of processing on all the sweeps together, while keeping them as separ-
ate sweeps.  These operations include smoothing, differentiating, picking out maxima and minima,
searching, setting a column equal to a function of the others (the = command that we have already
used, but making sure that the Selection option is not selected).  Look at the various blue menus (es-
pecially the eXtras menu), and the pop-up menus and submenus.  [Note that the two types of menu
are virtually equivalent, but the organisation of each suits different purposes or tastes.]  Plotting
pretty graphs of sets of sweeps is easy, too.  Quit from the Editor, and follow the instructions in the
next example.

6. Plotting sets of sweeps, annotation of graphs, and offsetting or scaling curves
Plotting pretty graphs of sets of sweeps is easy.  Click on the Plot icon in the main blue menu (or
press P).  Choose Plot from the resulting Plot data menu, and accept the name offered, which should
be that of the file you saved in the Editor (also provided as ex5-sweep in the Demodata directory).
Press Return to accept columns a and b, and press Return again to accept all sweeps (or type in the
number or range as mentioned above, eg 2 or 2-3 ).  A small window will appear listing the status
data lines as they are found (giving you a brief chance to see the status data values for each sweep),
and then the sweeps will be plotted, as separate sweeps, each with its own colour and line style.

Often you will wish to label each sweep with the corresponding status data.  To do so, set up annota-
tion before you plot the data.  So first clear the graph, using New graph (reset pars) or Clear graph
(no reset).  Press the Menu button over the blue menu, and select Annotation.  An entry window
will appear, showing all the things that can be set up for annotation.  There are 12 standard positions
on a graph for annotation to start, so click on the one which you wish (the box around the numbers
depicts the axis box).  You should change the annotation text if necessary.  To do so, click on Clear,
type the word Sweep and a space, and then click on the menu icon beside the text, to get a list of spe-
cial names and characters (which you could also type in manually).  Click on the item <SWEEP>,
using the Adjust (right-hand) mouse button.  This inserts the text shown, but keeps the menu up so
that you can choose more items.  Click on <ALLSD> .  So now you have a label that starts with the
word sweep, then the current sweep number, and then all the status data items for that sweep.
Special text is usually enclosed in <angle brackets> [but this does not stop you using these brackets
in your own text, because “<” is only treated specially if followed by valid special text and a “>”].
<SWEEP> is obvious, and <ALLSD> attempts to write a list of the name and value of each status data
item.  Currently it is not easy to change the SD names [except by saving as full text, editing the
names and loading back; this can be improved on request].  What you will get without having set an
SD name is just a colon on its own, and the value, eg “: 1.1”, for each SD item.  You can add more
text to this, or spaces or other punctuation.  You might also wish to extract just one item of SD, so try
the special text <SD1,3> , which writes the value of SD item 1, with 3 significant figures.  To see
these is action, Accept the window, and choose Plot etc as before.  For each curve, a line in the same
style as the curve will be drawn, followed by the text you chose, including the values of the SD
items.

Another useful thing to try is offsetting curves from each other (or any other scaling of the data).
Click on Clear graph (no reset) to clear the graph but preserve your annotation settings, and then
click on Scale x,y.  This prompts you for a function (of x) by which to scale the x axis.  The default
is just x , ie no scaling.  Press Return to accept this.  Now you can change the y function (of y).
Suppose you want to offset each curve up the screen so they do not overlap.  There is a special vari-
able called CURVE which is zero for the first curve on a graph, and increases to 1, 2, etc for each
curve thereafter.  The sine curves in our example are each 2 units high, so set the y function to
y+CURVE*2.  Thus the first curve will not be offset, and subsequent ones will be stacked above it.
You could, of course, use a minus sign (y-CURVE*2 ) instead to offset downwards.  Other functions
could be y^2  (y2), or x^2+y^2 , or SQR y (Úy), or LNy (logey), or y*.5+.1 , or whatever.  Now plot
the data again.  The curves should be offset as required.  If annotation is turned on, you will notice
that after each line of annotation comes the x and/or y function, in [square brackets].  This helps you
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keep track of which curves have been offset, but if you don’t require it, you can turn it off in the
Annotation entry window (see above), with the Include function in label icons.

Don’t forget that all these settings can be captured for future use in a command file (see example 4
above).

7. Loops and conditions in command files and macros
In example 4, we discussed command files and macros, which are text files containing sets of com-
mands to control plotting and the rest of Lab Assistant, respectively.  They can be simple lists of a
few commands, but they can also be complete, complex programs, in a sort of high-level language
that plots or does fourier transforms, for example, with just a few commands.  Programs become
very powerful when you can carry out repeated operations, eg on each of a set of sweeps, columns or
data files.  This requires the ability to loop around a part of the file.  Users of Acorns’s (BBC)
BASIC will be familiar with the REPEAT...UNTIL condn structure, which repeats all the com-
mands in ...  until the condition condn is satisfied (TRUE).  This is also available in comfiles and
macros.  An extension to it in Lab Assistant is REPEAT n...ENDREP , where n is the number of
times to go around the loop.  As with any value in such files, n may be an expression that evaluates
to the required number (non-integer values are rounded to the nearest integer if an integer is re-
quired).  To make the most of loops, you also need variables, of course.  Lab Assistant allows you to
set variables as in BASIC, with the one restriction that all user variables MUST begin with an under-
score (_, eg _S%), to avoid conflicting with Lab Assistant’s own variables, some of which you have
already met (eg x , y , CURVE).  Note that integer variables end in %, strings in $, and real variables
(floating point or decimal numbers) have no special ending.  Names are case-sensitive, so _var  and
_Var  are different variables.  Variable names can be almost as long as you like.  To set a variable,
just as in BASIC, use either _var = expression, or LET _var = expression (spaces around the =
are optional).  To increment a variable, a convenient shorthand is _var += expression, which adds
expression to _var .  Similarly, _var -= expression subtracts expression from _var .  Finally, it is
very helpful to put comments in your programs.  These can appear anywhere, either on lines by
themselves, or after a command on a line.  The start of a comment is indicated by a vertical bar and a
space (“| ”), and the comment extends to the end of the line.  Don’t forget the space!

So, for example, in a comfile, a loop to plot columns 2 to 5 against column 1 might be:

OPEN ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Demodata.Ex2-sin  | choose data file
_C%=2 | start at column 2
REPEAT 4 | repeat 4 times
 COLS 1 _C% | columns x=1 and y=2 to 5
 PLOT | plot using these columns
 _C%+=1 | increment column (_C%) by one
ENDREP | loop around again
You could have done the same with (using UNTIL  instead of ENDREP):

OPEN ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Demodata.Ex2-sin  | choose data file
_C%=2 | start at column 2
REPEAT | repeat 4 times
 COLS 1 _C% | columns x=1 and y=2 to 5
 PLOT | plot using these columns
 _C%+=1 | increment column (_C%) by one
UNTIL _C%>5 | loop around again
Another useful construction is IF..THEN..ELSE..ENDIF .  Again, it is just as in BASIC, except
you cannot omit the THEN.  You can have single or multiple-line IF s.  If the word THEN ends the line
(apart from any spaces or comment), and the condition after the IF  is satisfied, then Lab Assistant
executes subsequent commands up to a command ELSE or ENDIF.  If the condition after the IF  is
not satisfied, then commands after the ELSE are executed instead, up to the ENDIF.  Nested IF s are
permitted.

eg 1:

IF _C%=3 THEN COLS 6 _C% ELSE COLS 1 _C%
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eg 2:

IF _C%=3 THEN
 COLS 6 _C%
 LST 6
ELSE
 COLS 1 _C%
 LST _C%-1
ENDIF
eg 3:

IF _S%=1 THEN
 IF INT(SD(2)+.5)=2 THEN
  LAB .2 .3;V_g#=<SD3,3>V
 ELSE
  LAB .2 .3;B=<SD4,3>T
 ENDIF
ENDIF
Some useful functions:

In macros, in the Editor, to read the value at row r (between 1 and nrow%), column c  (between 1 and
ncol% ), use FNV(r, c)  in expression, eg _var=FNV(1,3) .  See “Other sources of information” be-
low for where to find information about other functions.

Other sources of information
The manual is quite comprehensive and has a large index.  If you only have a demonstration version
of Lab Assistant, you have to manage without.  See the Updates file in the !LabAsst directory for de-
tails of changes over the last few years (some of which have not yet been included in the manual).  It
is a useful on-line reference, so if you want information about a topic, try searching (key F4 in most
text editors) for a word related to it.  Functions are detailed in the file LA_Vars.  Macro commands
are listed in the file LA_Macro, and some of the comfile commands are listed in LA_comfile.  Let
Lab Assistant itself write comfiles and macros for you, and then you don’t need to know too much
about each command!

Memory requirements
Lab Assistant requires a considerable amount of memory, at least 800K, and the text editor must also
be present.  Thus at least 2MB of RAM is needed in your computer.  The amount of disc storage re-
quired depends on the size of the data files you use.  A hard disc is recommended, as it used fre-
quently, but a floppy disc is adequate.  Data files about a megabyte long are not uncommon.

Copyright © Dr. C.J.B. Ford 1993.  All rights reserved.
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